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Trees have walked into Leipzig.
The tyrant is long gone.
Trees have been felled.
All Hail!
An	empty	department	store.	On	the	second	floor,	bathed	in	dust	
between pillars ornate with shiny mirrors, stands a carbonized 
throne facing a carbonized banquet table.  
A silent movie is projected onto a screen.
Something has happened; is this a pause in the story? 
Who has sat here? Who will? Will the furniture burn further to 
ashes? Would their ashes enrich the soil for something new to 
grow? 
A text was left on the table.
When I first arrived here, I was struck by how free, how empty 
the town was.
Trees in the city. /…/
The forest has marched into the city of Leipzig and has taken 
over. The trees have been sleeping in the city ever since. The 
trees have kept on dreaming in the city ever since and have 
been telling me an odd tale.
–
Poetic association of Macbeth with the city Leipzig.

urbar

link to the video:
http://vimeo.com/79309418

exhibition / installation
September – October 2013
Kaufhaus Held, Leipzig
burnt wood, text, black & white 
video	projection,	mirrors,	floor,	
dust and dreams

link to the text (german):
http://annageorgelopez.files.
wordpress.com/2013/12/urbar-
text-heft-b.pdf





to the videoto the text (german)

http://vimeo.com/79309418
http://annageorgelopez.files.wordpress.com/2013/12/urbar-text-heft-b.pdf


What if the Minotaurus were to live in Leipzig? Alone in his 
maze in Leipzig, with only walls to caress and look at. 
With its raw walls made of sand and bricks, the rooms of 
Théâtre Impermanent transports us in a country burnt by sun 
and history. As a previous apartment, the structure of the space 
reminded me of a labyrinth.
Taking inspiration from garden and labyrinth patterns, etchings 
from Picasso and a short story from Borges, I arranged a space 
the Minotaurus could have dreamt and abandoned.

A–maze–D
Installation
October 2014
Théâtre Impermanent, Leipzig
Collage: charcoal gouache,  
digital prints and nails. 
Text, mattress, blinds, raspber-
ries,	coal	and	a	fig.











Asterion - literally ruler of the Stars – was born out of the 
mating of Pasiphae – wife of cretan King Minos – with a bull.
From Europa seduced by Zeus in form of a white bull to Ariadne 
abandoned by Theseus after he had unraveled her thread, 
motives and stories of misguided desires are interwoven in the 
stories of the Minotaurus’ family. 
Inspired by music and lyrics from the hip-hop artist The Weeknd 
and the play Los Reyes from Julio Cortazar, I built a space of 
cold deception where, blinded by a fake moonlight, one was left 
to look at its own shadow on deceiving walls and doors. 

Jour pour Nuit

quick visit of the exhibition
http://vimeo.com/110133896

exhibition / installation
October 2014
Guest in Alabama Sir, Leipzig
Paper, light, golden and black 
gouache, spray paint Text, quote 
from The Weeknd and a thread 

http://vimeo.com/110133896




Jour pour Nuit

*

Pasiphaë was lying, waiting for the moon to rise.
Cold and white and longing for a beast,
seeing day for night,  
she craved for the bull’s affection.
Lust in the dark, lonely through her mornings,  
her afternoons and her nights,
she laid, aching in the bleak moonlight.

**
He’s what you want
He’s what you want

I’m what you need
what you need
what you need

**
Mornings came, ravaged by the animal’s passion.
from her womb and her shame  
grew the one named Asterion. 

*
In a maze under the stars
in the night, under the raw sunlight,
Head outstretched and far beyond the ceiling sky,
wandering with no end, under desire’s design,
running from a sole shadow, 
and fleeing the echo of his pace
in his urge for an embrace, 
never was the Minotaurus at peace.

*







hiémal is a french adjective which refers to nature, plants, 
vegetables which appear, grow, blossom and even bear fruits in 
winter. 
The exhibition hiémal revolved around a particular tension. Its 
purpose was to materialize the air of the exhibition space, its 
emptiness; to give absence a tone, a taste. Two weeks in mid 
December, while shortened days dissolved into grey light.

hiémal
exhibition / installation
December 2012
HGB Leipzig
room, light (neon),  
laser print, fruits  
and vegetables…







jardin d’hiver
jardin d’hiver  {Winter garden}

German artist and friend Jana Engel had a one year residency 
in the german town of Northeim.
She transformed the front window of her Studio into 
the Kunstzwinger Northeim, gallery, shop	window	–	or	display	
cabinet.	She	invited	other	artists	to	use	this space	to	try	and	
communicate with the town. Or maybe just to advertise them-
selves?

Jardin	d’hiver	(winter	garden)	is	an	empty	cabinet,	offering	
wooden	landscape	on	its	outside	and	papered	with	fluorescent	
red on its inside. Hiding its secrets, or opening up its emp-
tiness, my winter garden awaits its spring.
 

March 2014
Kunstzwinger Northeim,
wood (laminated timber), 
tapestry-paper, gouache, hinge, 
tapestry nails, digital print
and text





Jardin d’hiver

La place est libre.
Mystérieux et nu comme un bourgeon  
qui s’explore.
Dans le silence ou le bruit des voitures.
Reflets des passants qui roulent
Dans la vitrine.
C’est la fin de l’hiver.
Le cabinet se préserve, se prépare,  
se pare.
Fermé, disponible, timide.
.
L’attention fond.
Flamboyant, vide et curieux.
Attends.



Expirer means in french to expire and to exhale. One expires 
after one has «inspiré»	–	inhaled	or…
Expiration (dates) is inspired by from the interlocking spaces of 
Leipzig, their ephemerality and the imaginary world they carry  
within themselves. In his book espèce d’espaces, french author 
George	Pérec	played	with	different	species	of	spaces:	Room,	
city, page, district, the world and even cosmos. The Kardamom 
–	the	recreation	room	in	an	old	GDR	printing	house	–	offers	a	
beautiful view of the city of Leipzig and its recent history. 

date 1: On 1 February 2013 the Kardamom was rearranged 
together with Lorenz Lindner using objects already in the room 
and a small display of things found in the entrance hall of my 
building. 
date 2: On 14 March 2013 I built new rooms with photogra-
phs taken from the renovation work in my building and of the 
lindenauer hafen, a harbor in the north of the city which was 
left	unfinished	in	1943	and	completely	abandoned	after	the	fall	
of the wall.
date 3: On 18 April 2013 the room was reinvented with the 
photographer	Hanna	Stiegeler	to	highlight	the	view	offered	by	
the four windows and to combine it with motives taken from the 
running track in nearby Rabet Park.

Expiration (dates)
3 exhibitions / installations 
- in situ
2013
Kardamom, Leipzig
laser prints, construction 
wood, beer cases, light…



date 1
with Lorenz Lindner





date 2





date 3
with Hanna Stiegeler





Der Goldene Turm  {The golden Tower}

What is to be kept, and what is to be thrown away? How do we 
build history, what will the golden Tower be like?
I live in Leipzig in one of three triplet towers which were build 
during Communist rule in the GDR in 1978. Their original name 
was “die drei gleichen” {the same three, or similar three}.
They	are	currently	being	renovated.	The	first	is	already	 
finished,	it	is	now	the	silver	Tower	and	is	painted	in	grey.	
The second one is being currently renovated from the inside 
outwards, and is to become the golden tower; whereas mine is 
later	to	become	the	bronze	Tower. 	I	took	9	doors,	1	door	for	
each	flat	on	a	floor	the	Tower.	I	brought	them	to	Stuttgart,	to	
exhibit them, inside and out.
Misplaced, displaced, displayed… A gesture to try to grasp the 
remnants of foreign history.

Leipzig, January 2011

Der goldene Turm
AAK Stuttgart
January 2011
doors, trestles, icing sugar, 
gouache







In	French	the	adjective	«glaçé»	belongs	to	the	world	of	baking	
as well as the world of print, advertisement or graphic design. 
It means both iced, glazed and glossy. 
The pictures used in the Series Images glacées were however 
not collected from magazines or advertisements. They are digi-
tal snapshots that I took personally in various circumstances. 
The thread behind the series, or behind the choice of pictures 
was the disquiet I felt when looking at those photographs. As 
 if they were not really mine but rather dictated by pictures I 
had previously seen. Photographs mimicking other photographs 
as opposed to the almost romantic notion of photography «cap-
turing	the	moment»…	
I removed the color from the images and transformed them 
into a coarse raster. Details receded and new landscapes and 
rhythms appeared. The seduction produced by the images had 
shifted but remained. I applied colored icing on the prints, to 
materialize this seduction. The icing dripped, stuck and dried. 
Prints and icing exist on separate layers. They converse with 
one another: color transforms a mountain into a pudding; para-
sols become lollipops and a house is set ablaze.

images glacées
on going Series
2008 –
Laser prints, icing sugar, 
food colouring









X pavillons
the pavilions are anonymous,
they belong to all and no-one,
and are everywhere at home.
they embody international friendship,
bear all colors, hopes and pride.
Modular, delicious and colorful,
each	different,	new	and	alike,
they came from all over the world
and gathered all in one place.

 #1
October 2010
Jacopič	Gallery,	Ljubljana
 #2
Mai 2011
Gallerie Villa Kobe, Halle
 #3
Mai 2013
Westwerk, Leipzig

various carboard boxes, icing 
sugar, water…









 suggestion de  
présentation - diplôme
July–August 2011
Werkschauhalle, Spinnerei, 
Leipzig
fuits et vegetables, carboard 
boxes, trestles, cable ties…

Suggestion de presentation plays with words and things. 
Literally serving suggestion, the installations all originate in the 
visual language of painting, packaging and advertisement.  
But the objects, fruit and vegetables which constitute them 
have little to do with a suggestion. They are not only presented, 
they are present. Their presence is always determined by the 
time and place of their presentation. A large banquet under di-
rect sunlight for my graduation show, a tea party for an exhibi-
tion	in	a	private	villa	or	a	«crisps-fall»	for	the	yearly	exhibition	
at the HGB art school, during which works of art and students 
bars compete for attention. 
Visitors choose how they consume the events; and through their 
hands, time or rays of sunshine, the works evolve. As the exhi-
bitions	unfold,	smell	sweetens	and	strengthens,	flies	rejoice	and	
multiply	or	the	«fall»	crumbles	and	vanishes.
The works’ last appearance and decay colors them with the 
notion of vanity: vain, perishable, precious and ostentatious. 

Suggestion de  
Présentation

 suggestion de  
présentation 
- chipsfall
February 2012 / Mai 2012
HGB / Westwerk, Leipzig
crisps, shelving, carboard 
boxes…

 suggestion de  
présentation #1
February 2011

 suggestion de  
présentation - pizza
Dezember 2012







February 2011 



February 2012 May 2012 
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